The design and development of a triaxial wear-testing joint simulator.
Most of the existing wear testers created to wear test total hip replacements, specifically the acetabular component, are designed to exert only an axial force and provide rotation in a close approximation of the actual femoral movement. The Rocky Mountain Joint Simulator was designed to exert three orthogonal forces and provide rotations about the X-, Y- and Z-axes to more closely simulate the physiological forces and motions found in the human gait cycle. The RMJS was also designed with adaptability for other joints, such as knees or canine hips, through the use of hydraulics and a computer-programmable control system. Such adaptability and functionality allows the researcher to more closely model a gait cycle, thereby obtaining wear patterns that resemble those found in retrieved implants more closely than existing simulators. Research is ongoing into the tuning and evaluation of the machine and preliminary acetabular component wear test results will be presented at the conference.